One Day Turf Conference Packs Them In

A standing room only crowd of extremely interested Minnesota Golf Course Superintendents attended the 48th Annual Turf Conference and Business Meeting at the Normandy Motor Inn on December 4, 1975. Six informative speakers, each an expert in his field, covered subjects from hardy grasses to soil mixtures for golf greens at the morning session. The afternoon session was highlighted with a preview of the 1976 International Conference to be held in Minneapolis and a "bull session" where all members were allowed to speak their minds on various subjects.

ACTIVE REGISTRATION DESK. Typical of the day's activity was this crowd at the entrance to the conference room.

ATTENTIVE AUDIENCE. The room was filled to capacity as Dr. Don White addresses the group on "How Hardy Do Grasses Get In Minnesota?"

Gould's can help you make '76 "a green year"

Your budget will buy more in equipment and chemicals when you deal with Gould's

We look forward to seeing you at the GCSAA Convention.